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Editorial : Are We Near The Tipping Point?
In a battle, a crisis or life in general there are tipping points at which major decisions have to be
made which take into account various conditions. The latest Covid milestones, announced by
Boris, seem to offer hope to pubs and breweries but it is still a worry that we are getting close to
the point where many pubs and breweries will have to close. So far, throughout the country, there
has only been a small amount pubs and breweries that have closed. Of the many still existing they
have had no income for several months of the last year. Only furloughing has allowed staff in the
hospitality industry to retain employment and receive an income. However, I feel the danger of
closure is still great for many businesses.
The milestone plan seems on the face of it to be helpful. The first step, however, to open pubs
for customers outside is anything but helpful. Only 40% of pubs have an outside seating area and
for many the access is actually through the building, so presumably this won’t be allowed. For
many pubs the outside seating area is small and one of the conditions is that all customers must
be sitting. It does not take a trained economist to work out that this arrangement would be
financially disastrous. The modest income would only add to the debt levels of most pubs. The
simple conclusion to make from this is that only a small percentage of pubs will be able to open
under these conditions and survive.
The other problem for pubs and breweries is that they have all probably got high levels of debt
due to prolonged closures. They have had some support in reductions in VAT and business rates
but once they open their creditors will be seeking payments, without taking into account their
trading conditions. This could well be the tipping point at which many in the pub trade will question
their ability to survive. I hope I’m wrong.

Fine spirit of community
pubs

Jemmy Hirst, Rawcliffe: John and Jill trialling
popular zoom meetings among regulars to
sustain morale. Already tried virtual beer
festivals and pub quizzes.

White Hart, Wadworth: Rita Cox, landlady,
has organised a meals on wheels service for
local elderly residents and others forced to
shield, averaging 400 hot meals a day. She is
also making sure those visited are topped up
with essential supplies such as bread, milk and
eggs.
Forresters, Adwick-le-Street: The manager,
Donna Mourning, organised take away Sunday
lunches and the pub is becoming a community
food bank, receiving donations and putting food
parcels together.
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A Message from the
Branch Chairman

Another worry, should this be allowed to go
ahead, is what will become of the small
breweries and brew pubs who will have no
outlet for their products?

I would like to begin this time, with an
appeal to all CAMRA members whose
membership renewal is due. Please don’t
hesitate, it is more important than ever that
members renew. Please don’t think that
because the pubs can’t open, all is lost, or
that nothing can be done. Far from it!
There’s still much to be done behind the
scenes and although times are difficult, we
will succeed, if we have your help.

Before this COVID thing is over, there will
be many more threats to our much-loved
pubs and clubs. Battles which CAMRA
must be able to fight, so I again appeal to
members to renew.

There is now some hope that restrictions
will be lifted in the coming months but
lockdown continues to have a serious effect
on the nation’s pubs and clubs. CAMRA, as
a national consumer campaigning body, has
been very active in attempting to draw the
attention of the government to the plight of
landlords and pub managers, as a result of
the measures currently in place. By
lobbying ministers and MPs, we played our
part in the revision of the ban on the sale of
take away alcoholic drinks. This at
least allowed publicans to try to make a
living, albeit through home delivery.
It seems likely that the next problem pubs
will face is the suggestion that they be
allowed to open as coffee shops, in other
words, they would only be able to open for
the sale of soft drinks. Rest assured we will
be looking closely at this proposal, should it
see the light of day! The high streets of
most towns and cities are already flooded
with cafes and bistros. They’ll all be
competing for a limited amount of trade, and
assuming none of them, including the pubs,
would be able to ask for any kind of financial
assistance, it could spell disaster for many
businesses.

Some local pubs are fighting hard to
survive these difficult times. The Hallcross,
for example, has extended the duration of
Its Armchair Beer Festival and increased its
range of guest beers available for home
delivery. Doncaster Brewery & Tap also
continues to offer home delivery beers and
is in the process of installing a kitchen
(perhaps anticipating that pubs might be
allowed to serve beer with food again).
The Draughtsman on platform 3b, not only
offers home delivery but also does an online tasting session every Friday evening.
This is an innovative attempt to encourage
trade by describing the complexities and
tastes of the beers they have available.
Brilliant!
Home delivery is also the order of the day
at the majority of the breweries in the
branch area. So if you fancy a change from
supermarket supplied bottled brands it's
definitely worth taking a look on the
appropriate website. Some even have their
own Facebook page with a link, which is
often easier.
I suppose the point I wanted to make is
that all is not lost and we will come through
this. Help us to ensure the pubs and clubs
of the UK, and of course, of the Doncaster
and District Branch come through it also.

Ian Jones

Please Renew
Your
Membership
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CAMRA’s 50th
Anniversary
Back in 1971 4 friends went for a drink in
Ireland. Just indulging in this simple pleasure
resulted in the creation of what we know today
as CAMRA. Membership has grown from about
1,400 in 1972 to over 190,000 today

Developments at the
Doncaster Brewery
&Tap
Doncaster Brewery & Tap closed its doors on
the 23rd March following the Government
announcement, but they have not been sitting
around twiddling their thumbs, far from it.
A major set of works was organised and put
into action to enhance your visiting experience
when pubs are allowed to reopen. This
includes work on the bar and the installation of
a kitchen so you will also be able to enjoy a
tasty meal with your pint.
For all you sun lovers you will be pleased to
hear that they made an application to the
Council for an outside seating area at the rear
of the premises, which has been approved.
With a car park now in place at the back of the
Brewery this has become a lovely open area
and a proper sun trap.
In the meantime, a collection and delivery
service continues to be available every Friday.
Ian is delivering to a 10-mile radius of the
Brewery and, when allowed, you can also call
on Fridays and see Alison to collect beer and
cider from the Brewery between 12noon and
7pm. For the full weekly offering, follow
Doncaster Brewery & Tap on Facebook and
look out for the Monday listing.
We are also pleased to announce that we
have received two awards from the CAMRA
Doncaster and District Branch. These are for
the branch Doncaster Pub of the Year 2020
and the branch Cider Pub of the Year 2020. It’s
a shame that the lockdown did not allow us to
celebrate these achievements in the usual way.

Ian & Alison Blaylock
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How unfortunate that this anniversary has
come at such a bad time for pub-goers and in
particular real ale drinkers. The branch should
be arranging socials to celebrate the event and
even a beer festival to give a toast to those 4
pioneers and every member and volunteer that
have helped the organisation grow over the 50
years. We are holding back on saying more
about the past 50 years as a newsletter can’t
do it justice but the next edition of the Donny
Drinker magazine will give full coverage.
For an in-depth study of the 50 years beer
lovers can immerse themselves in a
new biography of the Campaign for Real Ale
(CAMRA), which promises to reveal its
history, “warts and all”, as the campaigning
organisation celebrates its 50th anniversary.
50 Years of CAMRA, by beer writer Laura
Hadland, contains first-hand accounts from
members and industry
professionals, detailing the highs and lows of
one of the world’s most successful consumer
organisations. It is now available for pre-orders
with copies officially available on CAMRA’s
birthday, 16 March 2021.
The book tells the
living history of one
of the UK’s most
colourful campaigns
– from its roots
established by four
young men from the
North West keen
to protect cask
conditioned ale,
to the organisation that has changed the face
of the beer industry today.
Told through the stories and memories of the
people that made change happen, 50 Years of
CAMRA is the definitive biography of the
organisation’sgrowth. Laura includes the
memories of mock funerals held for breweries
under threat of closure, mass rallies outside the
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to follow the fate of the former village pub, The
Tadcaster Arms, and become retail units on the
ground floor with flats above. The local branch
has put in an objection on the grounds of loss
of a community facility and there are large, new
housing developments in the process of being
built close to the pub.

Houses of Parliament, and unique tales such
as a volunteer flyposting the city of Leeds in a
daring midnight raid on a 650 Suzuki with 800
CAMRA festival posters.
Author Laura Hadland says: “It has been a
pleasure uncovering the real history of CAMRA
to celebrate its anniversary year. The
campaign has come a long way since March
1971 when the four founders decided it was
time to demand better. CAMRA has created life
changing experiences for its members and
advocated for beer drinkers for half a century.”
To find out more and pre-order your copy,
visit https://camra.org.uk/50-years/50thanniversary-book/
CAMRA will be celebrating their
50th anniversary throughout 2021, with a host
of activities including 50 years of
CAMRA, awards for campaigners, pubs and
breweries, virtual festivals and commemorative
merchandise. Learn more on our 50th
Anniversary page: https://camra.org.uk/50years/
0

It is really getting tiresome seeing how the lack
of vision shown by developers. This pub covers
a large floor area and surely it could have been
possible to become a smaller sized community
pub/café with an adjacent retail unit and flats
above. They need to think outside the box.

Brew2You Gets
£150,000 of Business
Beer and cider fans have been supporting their
local pubs and breweries through the latest
lockdowns and restrictions, using CAMRA’s
beer delivery app Brew2You.
This app, which launched in May 2020, has
been a hit with consumers and the trade alike,
generating over £150k for the industry
throughout the lockdowns.

Objection to the closure
of The Acorn at
Armthorpe

Brew2You provides a shop window for
thousands of pubs, breweries and cider
producers offering takeaway or delivery
services during periods of forced closures.
Customers can search for their favourite drink
and order it straight to their door with just the
click of a button.

Armthorpe has seen a big reduction in the
number of pubs and clubs it has over recent
years. The latest at risk pub is the Acorn. This
used to be a popular community pub that was
one of several that offered a function room for
family and community celebrations. It was
redeveloped to see the removal of the function
room and structured into the equivalent of
many of the current pub company owed chain
pubs. This resulted in it losing a lot of its
unique character and many of its customers
going elsewhere.

The app is completely not-for-profit, and pubs
and breweries can use it free of charge paying
just a small set £2/month Stripe user fee for
payment processing. It has received
widespread support across the industry, with
endorsement from the British Institute of
Innkeepers (BII), the Society of Independent
Brewers (SIBA) and Cask Marque.

Planning permission has been requested for it

CAMRA is encouraging pub-goers unable to
visit their local to support their pubs, clubs,
breweries and cider producers by purchasing
their next drink through the app, rather than
turning to supermarkets.

to follow the fate of the former village pub,
The Tadcaster Arms, and become retail units
on the ground floor with flats above. The
local branch has put in an objection on the
grounds of loss of a community facility and
there are large, new housing developments
in the process of being built close to the pub.

CAMRA National Chairman Nik Antona says:
“The start of a new year is always a hard time
for the industry, and current restrictions have
made the past months more difficult than ever
before. The Brew2You app provides a single
resource to search for and purchase locally
produced real ales, cider and perries – and is
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there to help these
businesses while we can’t
physically visit them.
“We are delighted with the
response to Brew2You and
thrilled that the public are
coming out to support their
pubs and breweries to the
tune of £150k. We’d
encourage everyone to
continue buying local and
supporting the pubs and
brewers that really need our
help. You can also use it to
take part in Tryanuary At
Home, which is continuing beyond January this
year, encouraging beer and cider lovers to find
a new brew to sample in 2021.”
Many businesses have hailed the app as a
lifeline during lockdown, offering a new route to
market and widening sale opportunities beyond
their local area.
Buster Grant from Brecon Brewing said:
“Brew2You has been a great success story for
us – with pubs closing due to the restrictions,
we needed to add to our on-line presence and
CAMRA’s Brew2You site was the perfect fit. It
was a really easy site to set up, and the system
works really well, and is very intuitive. With the
launch of our partnership with the WRU (Welsh
Rugby Union), Brew2You was an ideal place to
sell these new beers to a much wider
audience, and we’ve had plenty of positive
feedback. We look forward to expanding what
we can offer on Brew2You!”
Mark Debrick from Leighton Buzzard Brewing
Co. said: “I have used Brew2You since the
beginning and it has been a great experience.
It has helped Leighton Buzzard Brewing Co.
keep in touch with it’s customers and there is
always a smile when they get their delivery. We
still use Brew2You and customers like the fact
that Leighton Buzzard Brewing Co. does not
lose out through having to pay fees from the
cost of the order. Thanks to CAMRA this app
has helped towards keeping us afloat. I highly
recommend the use of Brew2You by breweries
and pubs and of course by our customer base
without whom this would not be possible.”
Pubs, clubs, breweries and cider producers
can sign up to the app for free. Brew2You is
available to download on both iOS and Android
devices, as well as for use on web browsers.
To find out more or become a partner, visit
https://brew2you.co.uk/
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If you are looking for all our local pubs/
breweries that do deliveries to your home (or
takeaways when government guidelines
permit), then please go to our very own website
where there is a more comprehensive list of
pubs and breweries in our branch area. Look
for the section home deliveries/ collections.
www.doncastercamra.org.uk

The Duke William - latest
on planning permission
Readers of our Facebook site and the Donny
Drinker magazine will know that the future of
The King William at Haxey has been under
threat for some time. The latest planning
application by the owner was to surround the
building with houses and use part of the pub
for residential accommodation. We are pleased
to report that this application has been refused.
The branch has supported the local residents
in fighting these plans and this pub has great
historical significance in being one of three
pubs that are part of the traditional Haxey
Hood event. We will continue to offer that
support and hope that, one day, the future of
the building as a pub can be secured.

Dates for Your Diary MAYBE!!!!!!
April
12

May
17

Pubs can open for outdoor eating
and/or drinking. Restriction on
number of people who can meet
and customers must be seated.
Expectation is that most pubs will
find this option not economically
viable. Rule of 6 people or 2
households will apply.
Pubs can open for indoor and
outdoor customers provided they
meet the requirements for
protection against the covid virus.
Up to 6 people or 2 households
may meet.

All limits on the number of people
meeting are removed. All or some
21
protection requirements may still
apply
CAUTION: These dates and rules may be
flexible so check with news and social media to
get the latest information.
June
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